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DATE:DATE:DATE:DATE: 17/02/2020 (Monday)

nCoVnCoVnCoVnCoV –––– AAAA BRIEFBRIEFBRIEFBRIEF OUTLINEOUTLINEOUTLINEOUTLINE
Coronaviruses (CoV) are a large family of viruses that cause illness ranging
from the common cold to more severe diseases such asMiddleMiddleMiddleMiddle EastEastEastEast
RespiratoryRespiratoryRespiratoryRespiratory SyndromeSyndromeSyndromeSyndrome (MERS-CoV)(MERS-CoV)(MERS-CoV)(MERS-CoV) and SevereSevereSevereSevere AcuteAcuteAcuteAcute RespiratoryRespiratoryRespiratoryRespiratory
SyndromeSyndromeSyndromeSyndrome (SARS-CoV)(SARS-CoV)(SARS-CoV)(SARS-CoV)
Coronaviruses are zoonotic. Detailed investigations found that SARS-CoV
was transmitted from civetcivetcivetcivet catscatscatscats to humans and MERS-CoV from dromedarydromedarydromedarydromedary
camelscamelscamelscamels to humans
Several known coronaviruses are circulating in animals that have not yet
infected humans.
A novelnovelnovelnovel coronaviruscoronaviruscoronaviruscoronavirus (nCoV)(nCoV)(nCoV)(nCoV) is a new strain that has not been previously
identified in humans.
COVID-19 is thought to have been introduced to human populations from
the animal kingdom in DecemberDecemberDecemberDecember 2019201920192019, when the first cases were
retrospectively traced inWuhanWuhanWuhanWuhan, the spread of infection has been almost
entirely driven by human-to-human transmission, not the result of
continued spill over, as suggested by the phylogeny of genomic sequences
obtained from early cases.(Data obtained from www.who.int and www.thelancet.com )

https://www.who.int/emergencies/mers-cov/en/
https://www.who.int/emergencies/mers-cov/en/
https://www.who.int/csr/sars/en/
https://www.who.int/csr/sars/en/
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019
http://www.who.int/
http://www.thelancet.com/


WHYWHYWHYWHY CORONACORONACORONACORONA VIRUSVIRUSVIRUSVIRUS AWARENESSAWARENESSAWARENESSAWARENESS DRIVE?DRIVE?DRIVE?DRIVE?

According to the WHO reports as on 24th February 2020, there are
79,33179,33179,33179,331 confirmed cases worldwide with 2595259525952595 deathsdeathsdeathsdeaths inininin ChinaChinaChinaChina and 23232323
deathsdeathsdeathsdeaths outsideoutsideoutsideoutside ofofofof ChinaChinaChinaChina
In India, 3 confirmed cases were reported with no deaths
With rising concern and hysteria globally, the WHO and the
Governments of several nations were tasked with tackling the
containment of the spread of the novel virus as well as addressing the
public pandemonium about the status quo of this disease
With multiple sources such as media providing certain false
information about the transmission of the disease, the responsibility
lays on the shoulders of the healthcare professionals to address and
educate the general population
To alleviate the public’s fears by explaining the actual facts about the
disease, eradicate ignorance and educate about the preventive
measures, the students of C Batch, with approval from the faculty,
unanimously chose a day for ‘‘‘‘CORONACORONACORONACORONA VIRUSVIRUSVIRUSVIRUS AWARENESSAWARENESSAWARENESSAWARENESS DRIVEDRIVEDRIVEDRIVE’’’’
which was 17th February 2020

COVID-19COVID-19COVID-19COVID-19…………20?20?20?20? –––– AAAA TIMELINETIMELINETIMELINETIMELINE OFOFOFOF EVENTSEVENTSEVENTSEVENTS

8888thththth FebFebFebFeb ’’’’20202020 –––– Selection of Corona Virus Awareness Drive as the 1st

Special Event under the guidance of Dr. Nagaland
14141414thththth FebFebFebFeb ’’’’20202020 –––– Designing of the logo

Allotment of works among batch mates
15151515thththth FebFebFebFeb ’’’’20202020 –––– Discussion about the schedule for the event day with
the HOD, Dr. Jagannatha
16161616thththth FebFebFebFeb ’’’’20202020 ---- Preparing the charts for the event

-Designing of Pamphlets
- Preparing models for the event



DISPLAYDISPLAYDISPLAYDISPLAYMODELSMODELSMODELSMODELS

GLOBALGLOBALGLOBALGLOBAL DISTRIBUTIONDISTRIBUTIONDISTRIBUTIONDISTRIBUTION OFOFOFOF COVID-19COVID-19COVID-19COVID-19
A model of a globe with paper mache and Plaster of Paris
was made, in which pictures of the virus were pasted,
depicting the distribution of the virus across countries
and continents

STRUCTURESTRUCTURESTRUCTURESTRUCTURE OFOFOFOF CORONACORONACORONACORONA VIRUSVIRUSVIRUSVIRUS
The internal and external structure of the virus was
depicted using rubber bowls, electrical wastes to help in
differentiating the coronavirus from other viruses



PAMPHLETSPAMPHLETSPAMPHLETSPAMPHLETS



DISPLAYDISPLAYDISPLAYDISPLAY CHARTSCHARTSCHARTSCHARTS

HISTORYHISTORYHISTORYHISTORY OFOFOFOF NOVELNOVELNOVELNOVEL CORONACORONACORONACORONA VIRUS:-VIRUS:-VIRUS:-VIRUS:-
A chart was made depicting the history of the corona virus family,
the etiological factors, how a zoonotic infection transmitted to
humans, the place of origin of novel corona virus, etc

TALETALETALETALE OFOFOFOF OUTBREAKOUTBREAKOUTBREAKOUTBREAKOFOFOFOF CORONACORONACORONACORONA VIRUSVIRUSVIRUSVIRUS
This chart depicted the sequence of events from the incipient stage,
its subsequent rapid progression fromWuhan province, China to
the entire world.



““““THETHETHETHE VIRALVIRALVIRALVIRAL CORONACORONACORONACORONA”””” –––– GLOBALGLOBALGLOBALGLOBAL STATISTICSSTATISTICSSTATISTICSSTATISTICS
A world map depicting the spread of the virus across each continent
and country, highlighting the areas of high-risk was made. The
report published by WHO as on 15th Feb ’20 for the global statistics
on the total and individual number of cases in each affected
country, people affected and the mortality rate was also specified

CORONACORONACORONACORONA VIRUSVIRUSVIRUSVIRUS DISEASEDISEASEDISEASEDISEASE ––––MYTHSMYTHSMYTHSMYTHS ANDANDANDAND FACTSFACTSFACTSFACTS
With increasing attention on the novel virus, several fake news,
myths and rumors were observed to be spread among the public.
This chart depicted the common myths associated with the virus
and the correct facts published by esteemed health organizations
like WHO, which are backed by sound scientific and research
evidence



SIGNSSIGNSSIGNSSIGNS ANDANDANDAND SYMPTOMSSYMPTOMSSYMPTOMSSYMPTOMSOFOFOFOF CORONACORONACORONACORONA VIRUSVIRUSVIRUSVIRUS DISEASEDISEASEDISEASEDISEASE
To educate the public about the symptoms that commonly present
following exposure to the virus, a chart was made to visually convey
the signs and symptoms, the progression and the possible risk
factors



SAFETYSAFETYSAFETYSAFETY PRECAUTIONSPRECAUTIONSPRECAUTIONSPRECAUTIONS FORFORFORFOR THETHETHETHE PUBLICPUBLICPUBLICPUBLIC
Though the incidence of the virus in the Indian subcontinent is less
when compared to the neighboring states, it is mandatory to raise
awareness and educate the public on how to protect oneself, ways
to prevent the transmission of the virus. This chart depicted the
preventive measure guidelines as approved and advocated by the
WHO



SAFETYSAFETYSAFETYSAFETYMEASURESMEASURESMEASURESMEASURES FORFORFORFOR THETHETHETHE HEALTHCAREHEALTHCAREHEALTHCAREHEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALSPROFESSIONALSPROFESSIONALSPROFESSIONALS
To ensure safety of the doctors, nurses and several personnel of the
healthcare sector, specialized bodysuits and personal protection
equipment are available. This chart is a pictorial depiction of the
various aids available, the advantages of utilizing them, the level of
safety barrier it offers to the doctors, etc.

INITIATIVESINITIATIVESINITIATIVESINITIATIVES BYBYBYBY THETHETHETHE GOVERNMENTGOVERNMENTGOVERNMENTGOVERNMENTOFOFOFOF INDIAINDIAINDIAINDIA
The Government of India has jumped into swift action at the initial
stage, implementing all possible measures to curb the outbreak of
the disease, ensure preventive measures like temperature scanners
in airports, enforce travel restrictions to areas of the epidemic as
well as protect the lives of Indian nationals in epidemic-hit areas.
This chart enlists the various initiatives by the Indian Government



CORONACORONACORONACORONA VIRUSVIRUSVIRUSVIRUS DISEASEDISEASEDISEASEDISEASE ANDANDANDAND ITSITSITSITS GLOBALGLOBALGLOBALGLOBAL IMPACTIMPACTIMPACTIMPACT
The incidence of this viral outbreak has not only become a matter
of medical emergency, but has greatly affected other cardinal
sectors like trade, economy, foreign relations, administration,
national security, etc. Thus, the novel corona virus has become a
testimony as to the impact of a biological agent in global affairs



HANDMADEHANDMADEHANDMADEHANDMADE BADGESBADGESBADGESBADGES ANDANDANDANDWRISTWRISTWRISTWRIST BANDSBANDSBANDSBANDS

REPORTREPORTREPORTREPORT OFOFOFOF 17171717THTHTHTH FEBFEBFEBFEB ‘‘‘‘20202020

The programme for the day was briefed to Dr. Jagannath, HOD, Department
of Public Health Dentistry and the handmade wrist band was presented.
The remaining badges were initially distributed among batch mates, CRRIs
and the general public
The target population were : GeneralGeneralGeneralGeneral PublicPublicPublicPublic and 2222ndndndnd YearYearYearYear BDSBDSBDSBDS studentsstudentsstudentsstudents
The awareness programme was conducted in 4 places within the Chettinad
Health City premises:
1. Chettinad General Medicine Out Patient Reception, Chettinad General
Hospital
2. Chettinad Free Medical Service Camp
3. Sample collection area, Chettinad General Hospital
4. Crown and Bridge Lab, Chettinad Dental College and Research Institute
An approximate number of 75757575 patientspatientspatientspatients andandandand 50505050 studentsstudentsstudentsstudentswere addressed in
these premises
Each chart was explained individually, predominantly in Tamil language for
the general public and in English for the students



A video was played to the students before beginning the address, which was
a preamble towards our awareness drive and contained clippings about the
novel corona virus, obtained from news channels
The target audience, primarily patients and caregivers, were explained
about the significance of this drive, the history, the causative agents, sign
and symptoms, preventive and control measures of the Corona Virus
Disease
A demonstration on the steps in handwashing was also given at all 4 places
and audience were taught and asked to repeat the procedure
All questions raised by the patients were clarified; badges, bands and
pamphlets were distributed among the patients
A highly interactive session took place with the students, who were also
emphasized on the importance of proper sterilization of instruments, history
taking especially medical and travel history.
An informal Q&A session was held towards the end of our awareness drive
With the completion of the awareness campaign, a brief outline of the
happenings of the day were explained to Dr. Jagannatha, who made us
aware about the magnitude of the viral outbreak, the most common but
often ignored modes of transmission like currency notes, mobile phones, etc.
We were also made to realize the impact circulation of fake news and myths
about the disease through social media, news channels, etc and were asked
to verify the facts before conveying any information to the public.



EVENTEVENTEVENTEVENT PHOTOGRAPHSPHOTOGRAPHSPHOTOGRAPHSPHOTOGRAPHS

FREEFREEFREEFREEMEDICALMEDICALMEDICALMEDICAL CAMPCAMPCAMPCAMP AREA,AREA,AREA,AREA, CHETTINADCHETTINADCHETTINADCHETTINAD HEALTHHEALTHHEALTHHEALTH CITYCITYCITYCITY

GENERALGENERALGENERALGENERALMEDICINEMEDICINEMEDICINEMEDICINE OUTOUTOUTOUT PATIENTPATIENTPATIENTPATIENT RECEPTION,RECEPTION,RECEPTION,RECEPTION, CHETTINADCHETTINADCHETTINADCHETTINAD GENERALGENERALGENERALGENERAL
HOSPITALHOSPITALHOSPITALHOSPITAL



SAMPLESAMPLESAMPLESAMPLE COLLECTIONCOLLECTIONCOLLECTIONCOLLECTION AREA,AREA,AREA,AREA, CHETTINADCHETTINADCHETTINADCHETTINAD GENERALGENERALGENERALGENERAL HOSPITALHOSPITALHOSPITALHOSPITAL

CROWNCROWNCROWNCROWNANDANDANDAND BRIDGEBRIDGEBRIDGEBRIDGE LAB,LAB,LAB,LAB, CHETTINADCHETTINADCHETTINADCHETTINAD DENTALDENTALDENTALDENTAL COLLEGECOLLEGECOLLEGECOLLEGE ANDANDANDAND RESEARCHRESEARCHRESEARCHRESEARCH
INSTITUTEINSTITUTEINSTITUTEINSTITUTE
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